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Although it is not a good introductory text, this book could be useful to advanced
students in molecular biology, or to medical students with a working knowledge of
biochemistry. The text alone is not a comprehensive review ofthe topics it covers, but,
by also reading the referenced articles, one can obtain a complete overview. In this
regard, the reading lists for each chapter are essential. There are four to fifteen
suggested readings per chapter, most of which are either landmark original research
articles or excellent reviews. Thus, each chapter and its referenced articles are
essentially a comprehensive, but mosaic, review ofa given topic.
In summary, Gene Structure and Expression is neither a comprehensive nor an
introductory textbook. It may be useful, however, to the reader with a suitable
biochemistry background who wishes to familiarize himself with the topics covered in
the book; it is this reader who might find Gene Structure and Expression to be a
valuable addition to his library.
ANDREW GRIFFITH
MedicalStudent
Yale University School o Medicine
CHEMICAL NEUROBIOLOGY. AN INTRODUCTION TO NEUROCHEMISTRY. By H.F. Brad-
ford. New York, W.H. Freeman and Company, 1985. 507 pp. $36.95.
This first edition of Chemical Neurobiology is intended to be an overview of the
growing field of neurochemistry. The book is designed for undergraduates in the
medical sciences, who are encountering the subject for the first time, and for
postgraduates entering the field ofneurobiology.
It consists of nine chapters and an appendix. The first two chapters include a
general, elementary, and long introduction of neuronal organization and neuronal
interaction.
Chapter three is devoted to brain glucose and energy metabolism, including a
discussion about regional use of glucose, autoradiography, metabolism during anes-
thesia and convulsions, and computer modeling of brain compartmentation ofglucose
and related substrates.
Chapters four and five include a discussion concerning neurotransmitters and
methodological techniques used to investigate both excitatory and inhibitory systems.
The remaining chapters focus on the in vitro model of the synapse (synaptosome),
synaptic development, central neurotransmitter systems, and ramifications of their
malfunctioning.
The book contains more than 250 black and white illustrations, supplemented by
appropriate legends. The text of the book itself is 484 pages long, with each chapter
averaging 54 pages. There is in addition a detailed index with an extensive list of
references.
The indecent speed at which advances in neurobiology lurch forward has made any
attempt to keep any general neurobiology text up to date a futile task. Readers of
various other neurobiology texts, however, will find the thoughtful organization and
clarity of writing in this text very satisfying. There are, however, problems with the
length ofeach chapter. Either a briefdiscussion or an overview preceding each chapter
would help the reader to focus on the main points. It may be more convenient to divide
the given chapters into sections, forming one or two chapters from each section.
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informative in light of the rapid changes in our knowledge of neurobiology. To read
Chemical Neurobiology is challenging but not overwhelming, satisfying to either the
curious beginning student or the established neurobiologist.
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